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Gigaset T500 SMB IP PBX

Product Name: Gigaset T500 SMB IP PBX

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: T500

Please Note: The Gigaset T500 has been discontinued. For an alternative, we highly recommend
the Gigaset T640.

Gigaset T500 PRO SMB IP PBX
The T500 PRO is the enterprise-grade telephone system built for small and medium businesses.
Its flexibility lets you decide what type of infrastructure is best: telephony over classic fixed-line,
ISDN, VoIP or all three. Embedded functions allow you to enjoy the synergies and savings
potential of a converged network, or allow you keep your existing infrastructure resulting in
minimal installation expense. The T500 PRO supports a complete feature set such as voicemail,
conferencing, fax-to-desk and desk-to-fax, IVR, ACD and CTI, and seamlessly integrates into a
Unified Communications environment. This easy to set up and administrate PBX is the perfect
SMB communication solution made in Germany. 

Expandability
The T500 PRO connects distributed locations worldwide easily and quickly via its wide palette of
IP networking options. After two telephone systems are connected via IP, the T500 PRO manages
the certificate and information exchange of both systems. The administrator can then complete
the process with a few mouse clicks for the uniform phone number plan, or alternatively continue
these systems independently.Real time synchronization After a new location or phone is added,
the connected T500 PRO PBX synchronizes in real time. Presence management is built in,
utilizing busy light indicators at the telephone or soft phone to inform of a colleague&rsquo;s
location and status.Optimal customer serviceLocation-based user groups with flexible overflow
functions enable distributed switchboards, sales and marketing hotlines or support teams to
become consolidated hotlines (call groups). No more busy signals or long queues &ndash;
essential for top quality service.Easy Setup and AdministrationThe built-in setup wizards enable
"zero-touch" deployment of telephones so that newly added phones are up and running in
minutes. The intuitive web-based interface, drag &amp; drop functions, and support of standard
protocols make configuration of the telephone system extremely easy. Even a layman can activate
functions such as call detour quickly and simply.Includes server license and 10 user licenses

ï¿½ Fanless, rack-mountable design
ï¿½ Up to 100 registered users and up to 30 parallel calls
ï¿½ Calls via internet, fixed line, and ISDN
ï¿½ Easy, cost-efficient web administration
ï¿½ Fax server, voicemail with IVM
ï¿½ CTI for data transfer between phone and PC
ï¿½ TAPI supports all compatible applications
ï¿½ Cost and time-saving professional conference calls

Interface

ï¿½ Voice over IP (SIP): yes
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ï¿½ FXS/FXO 4 lines / 4 ISDN BRI (optional via extension card): 1
ï¿½ FXS/FXO 4 lines (optional/additional): 1
ï¿½ 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet Ports: 1
ï¿½ USB (Front) for disaster recovery: 2

Hardware

ï¿½ Case: 19" rack
ï¿½ Mount kit 2 U 19": optional
ï¿½ Wallmount: optional
ï¿½ Power supply 100~240V AC: int 60W
ï¿½ Power consumption: 40W
ï¿½ Warranty: 2 years
ï¿½ Weight: TBD
ï¿½ Dimensions (H x W x D in mm): 490x286x67
ï¿½ Available colors: orange/black

General Information

ï¿½ Maximum user: 100
ï¿½ Maximum concurrent connections: 30
ï¿½ Maximum concurrent conference: 5
ï¿½ Maximum concurrent voice recording: 3

VOIP Lines

ï¿½ SIP-Provider: unlimited
ï¿½ SIP-Trunking: yes

Performance Data

ï¿½ CPU: Intel Atom
ï¿½ RAM: 1 GB
ï¿½ Harddrive: 2.5" SSD
ï¿½ HW-Watchdog: yes

Please Enquire
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